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Some Problems of Job Evaluation 
By Y oshiaki Shimabukuro 
I would like to write on 町meproblems of job evaluation・
pertammg to job evaluation, ILO., 1960. 
Primary Purposes of Job Evaluation. In brief we may state the 
primary purposes of Job evaluation as follows . 
1. To establish a general wage level for a given plant which 
will have parity, or an otherwise, desire relativity, with those of 
neighbor plants, hence with the average level of the locality. 
2. To establish correct di旺erentialsfor al jobs within the 
given plant. 
3. To bring new jobs into their proper relativity with jobs 
previously established. 
4 To accomplish the foregoing by means of facts and prmciples 
which can be readily explained to, and accepted by, al concerned."' 
While the general level of wages and comparisons叩 national,
regional and community scales are essential, the more frequent 
concern of the wage administrator is with comparisons made by 
the workers themselves withm the自rmor work group. The 
worker will evaluate his paycheck by a number of standards. 
Some of these standards may seem qmte rational as when he 
compares job difficulties and requirements. Other standards such 
as historical patterns of so口alconcepts may appear to be irrational. 
But, a primary concern m wage admimstration is that the plan 
{Jr program of wage structuring be accepted by the workers 
The wage program of the五rmmay take many forms. The 
administration may be through highly formahzed plans such as 1ob 
evaluation and incentive systems. Or, there may be no formalized 
1 Job evalu抗ion'.Vlethods, by Charles VλLytle 1954, p. 7. 
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plan and wage structure is just allowed to develop , this policy may 
be adequate if it passes the standard tests (turnover, grievances, 
etc.) of personal admm1stration. 
Formalized tools of the wage administrator include 1ob evalua-
tion plans and wage incentive systems. W 1th the increased me 
chanization and automation of procedures and processes, there is an 
apparent trend away from incentive payments and increased reliance 
on some form of 1ob e四 luat1onindependent of production rates. 
〔Organizedlabor has chosen to apply the production factor to・ 
general wage level bargaining) JOb evaluation a旺ordsan opportunity 
to systematically appraise each 1ob m the light of predetermined 
factors and permit comparisons with other jobs not otherwise 
recognized as being related. 
It is dovbtful that any formalized program would be universally 
accepted. It 1s doubted by some that jobs田nbe systematically・ 
appraised 〔orrelated〕mthe first place 
THE EV ALDA TION PROCESS 
JOB DESCRIPTION The first step in the evaluation process is. 
to determine job content. This description may be in any degree 
of detail, but its pnmary purpose for wage administrat10n 1s to 
enable the evaluators to determine how factors of this 1ob differ 
from, and are similar to, other jobs. 
JOB EVALUATION The job is then evaluated by any one of 
several plans This evaluation allows comparisons to be made and, 
dependent upon the factors used in the plan, the relative position 
of 田 ch1ob can be determmed on a s田 le.
ASSIGNMENT OF RA TES On the basis of relative positions 
on the scale, wage rates are then determmed for each 1ob Rates 
for key jobs〔standardized1obs which occur in other firms) are 
usually assigned wage rates自rstby comparisons with other五rms.
Non-key jobs are assigned rates m accordance with their position. 
叩 thescale in relat10n to key jobs 
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W 1th this approach, when the janitor asks why the lathe operator 
has a higher rate of pay, management回npoint out that the lathe 
operator needs more skill and has more responsibility. The pers-
onnel man no longer need rely on the argument that lathe operators 
have always had a higher rate than janitors. It is hoped that the 
3anitor will not ask why greater skill and more responsibility are 
more important for pay purposes than poor working cond1t1ons and 
g田 te旺ort. However, the critena used in job evaluat10n have by 
and large been accepted by workers, and if the term“wage rationali-
zation”(i.e. 自tting the formula to the answer) seems more 
appropnate, the plan is stil of great aid to the personnel 
administrator. 
Some Problems of Job Evaluation 
One question that has not been discussed so far 1s that of the 
a pp Ii田tJonof the results of iob evaluation in the fixing of wages 
by converting pom恒 intowage ra匝s. This quest10n will be 
discussed below. It would, however, seem desirable自rstto dispose 
of a few other quest10ns that have been raised in connection with 
the very pnnc1ple of using job evaluation in the determination of 
、.vagerates, since it has even been contended that，、11hateverits 
me口tsfor other purposes, the method 1s not a suitable basis for 
wage-fixing Questions have also been raised m connection with the 
田lectionand weighting of factors. A few aspects of both problems 
will first be discussed, especially with reference to the pomt rating 
method; some of these matters are also relevant to other analytical 
methods. 
a. Techmcal and Economic Aspects of Wage Determmat1on 
Job evaluation has been described as a means of establismg a 
pattern of wage differentials that will be accepted as“eqm包ble＇’
and “fair ”withm certain limits, such as those set by a firm’s 
external environment. 
It has, however, been obiected that the idea of五xmgwage 
differentials in terms of“equity”・is altogether il conceived. It 
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has been ar忠iedthat relative wages, like relative prices for 
<:ommod1ties, ought to be determmd by the relative supply of and 
demand for various types of labor, i. e. by economic factors. 
Another critic, while admitting that a proper system of job 
-evaluation will give the firm, at the moment of introduction of the 
plan，“an up to date knowledge of the duties and content of al the 
,evaluated jobs and a rationahzat10n of their relative values，＇’raises 
the following pertment questions regarding the lasting value of Job 
evaluation 1 
How long can this situation last ; how long can the enterprise 
accept with confidence the value-relationship of iobs origmally 
established by the plan , are there any indications that this initial 
value-relationship will be disturbed and become outdated? The 
answers to these questions depend mainly upon the degree of 
economic change operating m the economy and the industry of 
which the enterprise 1s a part. . , 
Job evaluation, as we know 1t today, makes no provision to 
meet these dynamic process so prevalent in our economy All the 
existing plans, whether simple or complicated, whether technically 
sound or otherwise, have up to now lacked a method by which 
external or internal economic changes and structural adjustments 
田 nbe automatically incorporated. Some authorities fail to realrze 
the need for this adjustive capacity, while others, realizing it, are 
prepared to accept the shortcoming As a result of this technical 
hmitat10n, al existing plans retam the initial job-value structure 
throughout their operation. Trying to solve this problem of change 
m a piecemeal fashion, certam“emergency”measures are mtro 
<luced. 
Sometimes a complicated“maintenance ”procedure is devised 
by which individual jobs are re examined, job descriptions are 
revised Where a discrepancy seems serious or where the economic 
change affects the labor market so that the supply of a particular 
skill is threatened, special bonuses are paid to retam or attract 
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employees. This step 1s always taken m the expectation that the 
disturbance is of short duration and things will return to “normal ” 
again. If in the meantime more jobs show similar signs of man-
power scarcity, the same piecemeal solution is adopted.一
The main weakness of 1ob evaluat10n 1s that it cannot adjust 
adequately and successfully to the dynamic elements of our economy 
as they a百ectthe process of wage determination. In the long run, 
in spite of“emergency”ad1ustments to change, under the impact 
of the dynamics of the labor market, the whole job evaluation 
structure will disintegrate and collapse.'" 
Of course, rates for the various 1obs should be fixed in an 
acceptable and more or less logical relation to each other and to 
those that are determmed externally. Viewed as a strictly 
mathematical problem, this might be an impossible task. From 
this angle there might appear to be more condit10ns, some of them 
perhaps even contradictory, than any job evaluation formula could 
satisfy simultaneously. Practical wage自xmgis, however, not a 
matter of mathematics or precis10n engmeering. 
A further question is that of changes in job contents and in 
the supply of 〔ordemand for) particular skills in the employment 
market It is true that such changes occur and that many of 
them cannot be “automatically incorporated ”m systems of job 
evaluation. In fact, they could not be automatically incorporated 
in any system of wage determmation. It should, however, be 
emphasised that job evaluation as an aid in the五xingof relative 
wages is not intended to do away with the normal practice of 
periodical review of a wage structure 
Fmally, a new production method may call for skills not 
prev10usly required m the命m.
These considerations suggest that, when Job evaluation is 
applied within an mdividual自rm,any di伍cultiesthat might arise 
2. L G. N1colopoulos: Formal job evaluation and some of its Economic 
lnplications Research report No 1 (Job Evaluation !LO, 1960, p 47). 
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out of possible conflicts between technical and economic cntena for 
wage determmation can usually be kept withm manageable bounds 
Con自1ctsof this kmd may, however, be more serious if efforts are 
made to apply 1ob evaluation (particularly a union 1ob evaluation 
scheme) on a more general level. In such田 sesgreater importance 
would seem to attach to the questions whether and how far the 
factors and degrees used m job evaluation schemes reflect conditions 
of supply and demand in the employment market, and whether they 
could be made to do so to a greater extent than they actually do. 
b. Factors, Degrees and Weights 
Differences in Factors and Weighting 
The point rating systems applied m various mdustnes and 
countries di旺errather widely as to the number and nature of 
factors and subfactors used for evaluating jobs, the number of 
degrees distinguished, and the weights attached to them. 
These differences have been mterpreted by some observers as 
evidence of inconsistencies and contrad1ctlons m the selection of 
factors and weights. One writer has stated the problem in the 
following terms・ . . who can reconcile the di旺erencem weight 
mg between, for example, the National Electrical Manufacturers' 
plan and the Carneg1e・Illino1s Steel Company plan? The former 
has eleven factors , the later twelve In each回目 thesefactors are 
logically placed m the four groups that are nearly umversal in al 
1ob evaluation plan, namely skil, effort, responsibility, and job 
cond1t10ns. But m the N. E. M.A. plan the skill group receives 50 
per cent, of the total pomts, while the Steel plan assigns only 31 
per cent. 
But the N. E. M.A. plan allots but 20 per cent of the points to 
the responsibility group、N"hilethe Steel plan gives it 45 per cent 
The other two groups of factors are weighted about alike m the 
two Plans. Now, 1t must be obvious that there will be some 
discrepancies between the五nalgrading of a group of jobs as rated 
by these two plan,. If so, which plan 1s correct? And 1f there 
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is no 副首erencein gradmg of the same iobs between the two plans. 
then why do the experts bother to make such a fuss over the 
factors and their weightmgs. '" 
The report submitted to the Ninth International Management 
Congress concluded that the results of the experiment had given a 
clear indication of the need for further research and comparison 
of job evaluation schemes on a practi田lbasis. The results also 
indicate the 、v1dedifferences which occur between existmg schemes 
and between the mterpretations placed upon job descriptions by 
副首erentgroups of experienced assessors. There is certainly a need 
for the development and adoption of a uniform method of job 
evaluation if the present variances between groups and jobs are to 
be reduced. 
There is indeed scope for further research along these lines ; 
at the田metime, it should not be forgotten that many people 
regard the main obiective of job evaluation as the establishment of 
a more eqmtable mternal wage structure. 
Differences between Groups of Jobs 
When the nature of the work, the social back ground and status 
of the workers, and the orgamzational frame work in which the 
work is earned out are all substantially different, there is generally 
much less need for applying the same factors and weights to al 
the iobs. In practi田 it1s often found desirable to apply d近eτent
systems of job evaluation to each group. For example, the work 
of manual, clerical and managerial sta旺isoften considered to be so 
di百erentthat a u凶formsystem would have to mclude large number 
of factors that are essential for one group but irrelevant for田Y
of the others For this reason separate systems of iob evaluation 
aresometimes applied in the same firm for manual and non-manual 
workers. 
Semor executive jobs are often regarded as altogether unsuitable・ 
3 “Job Evaluation-A Discussion ”，m Personnal Journal, Vol 28. No. 8, Jan. 
1950, p. 309 (Job Evaluation !LO, 1960, p 51). 
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ior application of any method of job e四 luation. Uniformity of 
factors and weights is apparently also regarded as 由民ssarym 
]Jlanned economies. According to one East German author, jobs 
involvmg “labour of equal complexity ”should be assigned the 
'same value irrespective of the firm or mdustry in which they are 
found and of the persons evaluating them. 
c. Problems of Rating 
It 1s important to ensure that the rating is done with a good 
•deal of accuracy. If iob evaluations is to result in a、,vagestructure 
which is accepted as equitable by the 、.vorkers,the job ratmgs 
・should at least be capable of providmg a sound basis for wage 
<discussions, even though m the coure of these discussions it may 
be found necessary to make changes m the ongmal rating and 
,gradmg of cer回目 jobs
The maior di伍cultyof ratmg lies in the fact that there are 
iew or no yardsticks for measurmg the degree in which a job calls 
for va口ousreqmrements. It is true that the amount of physical 
-exertion mvolved m a particular job田nsometimes be measured by 
the weight of the objects handled, oxygen consumpt10n, expenditure 
・of calories or other phys10logical criteria. On the whole, however, 
1:he practi四1possibilities of usmg such objective measurements are 
11mited, and in some cases especially for factors such as“mental 
effort”or even“skill ”－virtually non-existent. Therefore, ratmg 
is essentially a matter of estimation. This, of course, does not 
mean that it is a matter of guesswork. Experience gained through 
・the widespread use of time study has in fact shown that it is pos-
s1ble to learn the art of appraising various aspects of labor effort 
.qmte satisfactorily. 
Accurate ratings can be achieved through proper trainmg of 
those in change of this operation, use of carefully wntten . manuals 
明1thde伽it10nsand examples, and effective consulat10n procedures. 
・One author hsts the following mistakes as commonly made m the 
process of ratmg 
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(1〕“haloeffect”， i. e a tendency to assign a high or low 
rating to several factors of a iob simply because the針stor the 
most important factor was so rated ; 
(2）“central tendencyぺ1.e. reluctance to assign high or low 
values to most factors, and tendency to rate them at mid pnmts 
on the scale ; 
〔3〕“leniency”， Le. tendency to assign high rather than low 
ratings m ~ase of doubt, or to avoid altogether assigning low values. 
either to individual factors or to the jobs themselves , 
( 4)harshness 〔theopposite of leniency) ; and, 
(5) bias or preiudice. 
d. The Determination of Relative Wage Rates 
The自nalstep, that of translating the evaluated job structure・ 
into a structure of wage rates, is a decisive one. It must result in 
an acceptable system of wage differentials. The subject of what 
constitutes a rational wage structure bas already been discussed. 
The requirements which such a structure should meet are bnefly 
recapitulated below. 
(1) The rates should stand in a suitahle relationship to com-
parable rates paid by other employer. In particularー（a)hiring・ 
rates should not be substantially lower tban relevant ex.ternal rates; 
〔b)other rates should not be so much lower than those external 
rates with which wokers are apt to make comparisons as to cause 
serious dissatisfaction ; and 〈の wherethe自rm’swage rates exceed' 
relevant external rates, the di旺erenceshould be kept within reaso-
nable bounds 
〔2〕Thefirm’s rates should stand m an acceptable relationship・ 
to each other. For exampleー〔a〕Whentime and mcentive payment 
co exist, the relative rates should be自xedso as to ensure an. 
acceptable relationship between the earnings of di旺erentjobs ; (b) 
particularly within narrow iob clusters, relative rates should be in. 
accordance with people’s views concerning the equity of wage 
differentials compared with d旺erencesin iob contents ; and ( c〕the・
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"JJew wage structure as a whole-and the differences :between the 
new and the old systems-should be acceptable to a substantial 
.majority of the workers. 
Pomts. and Wage Rates 
Some authors, for example, Hanger and Weng, ob1ect to a 
・curved wage lme on the ground that it means paymg the higher-
rankmg jobs better “at the expense”of the lower and middle 
groups. They feel that the wage line should be straight. Lytle, 
on the other hand, sees no 1usti自由tionat al for a straight line 
and believes thatー“Unions,if smart, know that a straight line 
overpays al intermediate jobs when the end 1obs are staked 
correctly-Managements suspect that some geometric curve would 
be more correct but few managements have the slightest idea as to 
、'1hatgeometric curve should be used.”＂＇ 
Classi五cationof Jobs into Grades 
The grouping of 1obs mto grades may be justified on several 
・grouコds. For one thing, the自xingof a separate rate for each 
point score assumes that 1ob evaluation has achieved a degree of 
prec1s10n of which m fact, at its present stage of development, 1t 1s 
.quite incapable. Secondly, m cases where a worker regularly has 
to perform di旺erentjobs slightly di百enngm point value, he would 
have to be paid different wages every time he changed from one 
job to another; this is avoided when the same rate is paid for a 
group of Jobs with s1m1lar point values. Fmally, a reduction in 
the number of di旺erentwage rates mean a corresponding reduct10n 
m the cost of wage administration. 
On the other hand, especially 1f the mter-grade wage differenes 
are large, difficulties may anse because workers become mterested 
in demonstrating that they should be classi自edin a higher _grade . 
.Some workers will also fail to understand why, although their job 
has been recognized to be more“d1節cult”thanothers, they should 
4. Job Evaluation !LO , 1960, p. 6. 
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nevertheless be paid the坦mewage ; since the primary purpose of 
job evaluation is precisely to establish appropriate wage dt旺erences,
such criticisms may often be justified. 
e Introducing the New Wage Structure 
Especially if the difference between the existing wage structure 
and that resulting from the iob evaluation scheme ts very large 
(a high proportion of the existing rates lying far above or below 
the new wage !me) qmck adjustment will not only be very costly 
but the drastic changes in the wage structure may also cause 
discontent. Though aware of目rtainanomalies in the existing 
system, people may not be prepared to accept wholesale changes. 
日such a situation arises it should be asked whether the system is 
after al a good one, and whether a di旺erentselection of factors 
and weights would not have resulted m a more acceptable and less 
costly ranking of jobs as compared with the eXtsting structure. 
f. Job Evaluation and Incentive Wages 
The problem of“Normal performance ” 、
Job evaluation looks at oomparative JOb contents. One iob requirs 
greater effort or entails a greater degree of respons1b1ltty than 
another and the difference may be expressed m general grade 
descriptions (under the c!assificat10n method) or in factor degree 
defimtions (under the point rating method). When one of the 3obs 
is on a time wage and the other on a piece rate, the same com-
parison has to be made, but with the quah自由tionthat there are 
now two reasons why earnings may d1百er,namelyー（a)because the 
iobs are dぽerentlyrated, and (b〕 because of differences m 
workers’individual performances. An Attempt has to be made to 
elimmate the effect of the second factor by comparing the iobs on 
the basis of a“normal performance ”．
Suppose it is found that in the past the piece 、l.'orkerearned 
20 per cent more than the time worker, although iob evaluat10n 
rates the two jobs as equivalent. If this di旺erencd田nbe attributed 
entirely to the fact that the piece worker’s mdividual performan四
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was superior to a“normal”performance accurately determined by 
means of work m田surement,it国 nbe concluded that the piece 
rate was a fair one. 
In other田町民 1obevaluat10n will have shown that the piece 
rate was either too “tight”or too“loose" Thus, if job 
evaluat10n 1s to conver p旧民 rates,difficulties are hable to arise 
unless it is possible through work measurement to determine 
normal performance in an acceptable manner. 
The problems that may anse are particularly well illustrated 
by the history of the protracted and, in the end, unsuccessful 
attempts by the United States steel industry to include incentive 
wages in its otherwise impressive wage ineqmtles programme 
In 1945 and 1947 the United States Steel Corporation and the 
union agreed that the basis of incentive wages would be a“fair 
day’s wark ", de自nedas“That amount of work that can be 
produced by a qualified employee when working at a normal pace 
and e百ectivelyutilizing his time where work 1s not restricted by 
process Jimitat10ns”． 
Parties would develop “guideposts”or principles for deter・－
mining what this “fair day’s work”was to mean m practice 
Serious e旺ortsto that end started in 1947 and continued until 
mid-1950，“、11henthe situation was recognized as hopeless on both 
sides ’＇. This disappomtmg conclusi叩 isthe more significant since, 
on the one hand, about half the production and maintenance 
workers m the industry where on incentive wages and, on the 
other, the parties had been able to reach agreement on both the 
general prmc1ples of job evaluation and their application to time 
workers. 
Fluctuat10ns in Earnings 
Related to the difficulty of de自ning“normalperformance”as 
a basis for theおdngof equitable wage di百erentialsis the problem 
arising from the tendency of m田ntiveearnings to fluctuate. In so 
far as this 児島ctsva口ationsin individual performan白 it !S a 
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normal phenomenon, fully in keeping with the philosophy of 
in田ntivewages, namely that an ・increase or a fal m e旺ortshould 
be compensated by a change in the bonus earned 
But there are other reasons, quite unconnec匝dwith individual 
performance, why earnings田 nfluctuate even though there has 
been no change in actual rates of remuneration Such世田tuations
田na旺ectdifferent jobs in widely 'varying degree and result in 
disparities not reflected in the rates fixed for the respective jobs 
Thus, even though the workers may have accepted the rates as 
fair and eqmtable in terms of e旺ortor job contents (or both〕， they
will tend to resent what they regard as uniustified di旺erencesm 
earmngs 
For example, in spite of al the pre田utionsnormally taken 
when自xmgrates by work study methods, actual earnings on a job 
may rise considerably above those attamed during a period of 
testing and experimentation. As the worker gams experience he 
may improve his own working methods m ways that the industra1l 
engmeer had not foreseen when carrying out his time and mention 
studies. Or he may bene自tfrom a more regular supply of parts 
or materials. For example, if the命m receives more orders, it 
may attempt to improve the over-all organization of its operations, 
enabling piece、.－orkersto mcrease their output and earnings 、v1thoutgreater e百ort.
Furthermore, especially when incentive systems are initially 
mtroduced, piece rates may be deliberately 田tat a rather high 
level in order to overcome suspicions and resistance on the part of 
the workers. The need for such “loose ”rates may, however, be 
greater in some departments than in others As a result, differ回目s
m earnmg opportumt1es will appear and may persist for many 
years after the introduction of the system. 
In al these回目srelative wages tend to be distorted and thus 
to defeat the purpose of job evaluation. A wage structure that is 
acceptable at the moment of its mtroduction may show sharp 
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increases in earnings on sつmejobs, provokmg claims for ad1ustment 
of other mcentive and time wages And once job evaluat10n has 
been accepted as the basis for determmmg .''equitable ”wage 
relations, it is hare to turn down such claims 
At the Conclusion of this Articles 
If yossible, I should hke to research and study at the followmg 
institutes and compames about the problems mentioned below 
〔1〕 TheIndustrial Relations Section of the Department of 
Economics and Social Institutions of Princeton Umvers1ty. This 
covered 73 companies, many in the metal trades, employing from 
278 to 140, 000 workers. The findings are based on rephes to 
questionnaires sent out to the compames as well as on interviews 
with company executives，田don information obtained through 
interviews with one or more officials of 20 nat10nal or local umons. 
(2〕 TheDartnell Corporation of Chicago 
In surveys conducted by Dartnell Corporation, it 1s reported 
that the iob evaluat10ns of 75 companies, have improved their 
industrial relations such as collective bargaining and grievance 
settlement on wage questions 
(3) Several Airccrft Manufacturing Companies in the Los 
Angeles and Seattle areas. 
It was found that ...“the greatest difficulty arose from the 
frequent conflicts between measures of external and internal equity 
-the conflict between these di旺erentstandards made for continuous 
・obstacles to the consistent administration of the plan.町》
The above quoted statement has its relevance to the proposed 
study of mine. I consider that I should bear this m mmd in 
carrying on my survey of the ba伺ngproblem of wages in the 
United States. 
I wish to carry on an analytical study of the experience of 
these compames, their 1ob evaluation metnods, and the failures and 
successes in these areas. I hope I may be able to present a clear 
5. Job Evaluation !LO., 1960, p. 89 
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distinction between the wage administration in Japanese mdustries 
and comp叩 iesas agamst the American. 
I believe that this research study 、111 prove helpful in 
rnbonahzmg the wage system, wage structure, wage level, etc., 
ln Japan. 
